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SYNOPSIS
This pracnique involves designing and implementing a program to calculate the 
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Language: C

Compiler: gcc

Skills: algorithm design, program design and implementation, 
program modification, I/O

Experience Level: novice

“I ought to be jealous of the tower. She is more famous than I am.”
-Gustave Eiffel
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INTRODUCTION 
The Eiffel tower is 324m tall, and is constructed of iron. How much does its height change from a hot 

August day to a cold January day?

First we have to obtain information on the temperatures we are to use in the calculation. A hot day in 

August averages 25˚C, and a cold day in January averages 2.5˚C.

To calculate the height change we have to investigate the thermal properties of iron. The change in linear 

dimension can be expressed using the equation:

�L

L
= �L�T

where ΔL represents the changes in length, ΔT the change in temperature, L the original length, and α 

the coefficient of linear thermal expansion (10-6/˚C).  For iron α=11.1×10-6/˚C. Therefore:

�L = L�L�T

�L = 324(11.1e�6)(2.5� 25)
�L = �0.0809m

So the Eiffel tower shrinks roughly 8cm as the temperature changes from 25˚C to 2.5˚C. 
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ALGORITHM
The algorithm associated with calculating this value with a program is as follows:

1. Input the information needed to calculate the change in length.

2. Perform the calculation.

3. Output the resulting change in length.

The algorithm has three core steps. The first step can be further expanded upon.

1. Input the information needed to calculate the change in length.

1.1. Input the original length (in metres).

1.2. Input the thermal expansion coefficient (×10-6/˚C).

1.3. Input the starting temperature.

1.4. Input the ending temperature.

2. Perform the calculation.

3. Output the resulting change in length.

The task is to write a program to perform the tasks laid out in the algorithm.
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BUILDING THE PROGRAM 
One way of translating the algorithm into a program is to take each step in the algorithm and write the 

code for it. Once they have all been written, they can be integrated together. 

Firstly, what type of data does the program use?

 Original length of the object

 Thermal expansion coefficient

 Starting temperature

 Ending temperature

 Change in length of the object

As the calculations all involved real numbers, they should be declared as type double. The next step is to 

provide them with identifiers:

 Original length of the object  length
 Thermal expansion coefficient  alpha
 Starting temperature   tempS
 Ending temperature   tempE
 Change in length of the object  Dlen

Step 1: Input the information needed to calculate the change in length.
Step 1.1: Input the original length (in metres).

! printf("Length of the object (meters): ");
! scanf("%lf", &length);

Step 1.2: Input the thermal expansion coefficient (×10-6/˚C).

! printf("Thermal expansion coefficient: ");
      scanf("%lf", &alpha); 

Step 1.3: Input the starting temperature.

! printf("Starting temperature (C): ");
      scanf("%lf", &tempS);

Step 1.4: Input the ending temperature.

! printf("Ending temperature (C): ");
      scanf("%lf", &tempE);

Step 2: Perform the calculation. This involves translating the equation into a statement in C:
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�L = L�L�T

becomes:
Dlen = length * (alpha * 1.0e-6) * (tempE - tempS);

Step 3: Output the resulting change in length.

! printf("The change in length is %.2lf metres\n", Dlen);

THE PROGRAM 

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)
{
    double length, alpha, tempS, tempE, Dlen;
    
    printf("Length of the object (metres): ");
    scanf("%lf", &length);
    printf("Thermal expansion coefficient: ");
    scanf("%lf", &alpha);    
    printf("Starting temperature (C): ");
    scanf("%lf", &tempS);
    printf("Ending temperature (C): ");
    scanf("%lf", &tempE);
    
    Dlen = length * (alpha * 1.0e-6) * (tempE - tempS);
    
    printf("The change in length is %.2lf metres\n", Dlen);
    
    return 0;
}

TESTING THE PROGRAM 
Now compile and test the program using the test data given in the example:

Length of the object (meters): 324
Thermal expansion coefficient: 11.1
Starting temperature (C): 25
Ending temperature (C): 2.5
The change in length is -0.08 metres

MODIFYING THE PROGRAM 
Now modify the program to produce output in cm instead of metres. This involves changing the last 

printf statement.

printf("The change in length is %.2lfcm\n", Dlen*100);
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